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ABSTRACT:
Mapping of agricultural land use/cover was initiated since the past several decades for land use planning, change detection analysis,
crop yield monitoring etc. using earth observation datasets and traditional parametric classifiers. Recently, machine learning, cloud
computing, Google Earth Engine (GEE) and open source earth observation datasets widely used for fast, cost-efficient and precise
agricultural land use/cover mapping and change detection analysis. Main objective of this study was to assess the transferability of
the machine learning algorithms for land use/cover mapping using cloud computing and open source earth observation datasets. In
this study, the Landsat TM (L5, L8) of 2018, 2009 and 1998 were selected and median reflectance of spectral bands in Kharif and
Rabi season were used for the classification. In addition, three important machine learning algorithms such as Support Vector
Machine with Radial Basis Function (SVM-RBF), Random forest (RF) and Classification and Regression Tree (CART) were
selected to evaluate the performance in transferability for agricultural land use classification using GEE. Seven land use/cover
classes such as built-up, cropland, fallow land, vegetation etc. were selected based on literature review and local land use
classification scheme. In this classification, several strategies were employed such as feature extraction, feature selection, parameter
tuning, sensitivity analysis on size of training samples, transferability analysis to assess the performance of the selected machine
learning algorithms for land use/cover classification. The result shows that SVM-RBF outperforms the RF and CART for both
spatial and temporal transferability analysis. This result is very helpful for agriculture and remote sensing scientist to suggest
promising guideline to land use planner and policy-makers for efficient land use mapping, change detection analysis, land use
planning and natural resource management.
1. INTRODUCTION
Agricultural land use/cover mapping from satellite imagery is a
poplar concept in agriculture and land use sciences. Land
use/cover mapping carried out in several studies for land use
change detection analysis, ecosystem and biodiversity loss
assessment and land use- induced climate change analysis
(Grimm et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2015). It is
very challenging task to select appropriated satellite imageries,
classification algorithms for the classification of agricultural
land use (Jacobson et al., 2015). Because, classification of
agricultural land use from satellite imageries depends on many
parameters like season, availability, coverage, resolution of
imagery and cloud cover. In this regard, Google Earth Engine
(GEE), a cloud computing API provide a better opportunity to
use geometrically and radiometrically corrected large volume of
satellite imagery (e.g., big data) for the agricultural land
use/cover mapping. Recently, GEE increasingly used for land
use and cover classification (Jacobson et al., 2015; Sidhu,
Pebesma, & Câmara, 2018; Tsai et al., 2018).
There are many land use land cover techniques which can be
quantified based on parametric and non-parametric, where
parametric classifiers assume a normal distribution for the
entire dataset (Seto & Kaufmann, 2005). Maximum likelihood
classifier is one of the supervised parametric classification

techniques is widely used by many scientists that assigns a pixel
to the class based on the posterior probability which computed
from log likelihood and prior probability using mean and
covariance statistics of the each class (Patel, Gajjar, &
Srivastava, 2013; Patel et al. 2012). In many cases, use of
parametric classifiers for complex multiclass classification
problems fails to provide expected classification accuracy as
compared to non-parametric machine learning classifiers (Man,
Dong, & Guo, 2015; Mustak, 2018). Supervised machine
learning is a popular machine learning approach consists of
several statistical algorithms (e.g., SVM, random forest,
decision tree etc.) among which Support Vector Machine with
Radial Basis Function is more robust classifiers as compared to
others (Man, Dong, & Guo, 2015; Mustak, 2018).
Support vector machine (SVM) was introduced by Vapnik &
Chervonenkis (1971) and subsequently detailed by Vapnik
(2000). SVMs apply several types of kernels like linear,
polynomial, sigmoid, Gaussian to name a few to include nonlinear decision boundaries in the actual quantity of data
(Islam et al., 2012). SVMs determine the optimal separating
hyperplane (OSH) between two classes applying Lagrange
multipliers along with quadratic programming methods using
training samples to testify the test data sets (Pal & Mather,
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2004). In addition, Support vector machine have many
applications in various disciplines such as computer science,
earth science, climate science (Hong et al., 2008; Lau & Wu,
2008). Recently, SVMs are being widely used for remote
sensing and target detection (Foody & Mathur, 2004a; Foody &
Mathur, 2004b). In addition, random forest (RF), classification
and regression tree (CART) are being widely used in several
land cover and use classification for assessing the
performance(Shao & Lunetta, 2012; Tsai et al., 2018).
Assessing the transferability of machine learning algorithms is a
very important step for generalizing (Mustak, 2018) the
algorithms which are very rarely assessed in previous study.
Main objective of this study was to assess the transferability of
the machine learning algorithms for land use/cover mapping
using cloud computing and open source earth observation
datasets. Pixel-based classification approach has employed to
assess the transferability of the machine learning algorithms.
Because, this classification approach is very popular and widely
used in land use and land cover classification (Shao & Lunetta,
2012; Mustak, 2018; Tsai et al., 2018). This study has a novel
contribution on offering best machine learning algorithms,
cloud computing platform and model generalization approach
for robust land use/cover classification. Following sections have
outlined to discourse the research objective as explain below:
2. METHODOLOGY
The main objective of this article was to assess the
transferability of machine learning algorithms using cloud
computing. Based on the aim and objective of the article
following methodologies were employed such as:
2.1 Study area
In this study, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, India have been selected
as the study area for transferability analysis because both the
area having very similar land use/cover pattern. Uttar Pradesh
located at the foothill of the Himalaya and one of the rich
agricultural states of India (Singh et al., 2011). This state
situated on the Indo-Gangetic flat plain which extended in
between 23052’N to 30024’N latitude and 77005’E to 84038’ E
longitude covering with an area of 24093 square kilometres. In
this state, the major crop is rice, sugarcane, wheat, maize etc.
Similarly, Bihar also a Himalayan foothill state situated in an
Indo-Gangetic flat plain. This state extends in between 24016’N
to 27033’ N and 830 16 E to 880 23 E covering with 94074.15
square kilometres. In addition, rice, wheat and maize are the
major crops of Bihar.
2.2 Datasets and software used
This study was carried out using open sources earth observation
datasets such as Landsat 8, Landsat 5, night-time light and
SRTM-DEM of 2018, 2009 and 1998 (see table 1 and 2). The
Landsat 8, Landsat 5 is openly accessible satellite imageries
which were widely used for land use/cover mapping, natural
resource management and ecosystem analysis since the past
several years. This satellite imagery has a better capability of
long-term time series analysis of land use/cover, biodiversity
and environment at the local and regional level (Julien et al.,
2011; Phiri, et al., 2017). In addition, SRTM-DEM was
increasingly used in several studies at regional level land
use/cover classification because this helps to differentiate land
use/cover classes based on the height variation (Balzter et al.,
2015). It is observed that land use/cover with very similar

spectral response located at different altitudes like cropland and
vegetation, barren and fallow land etc.
Sl.
no.
1
2
3
4
5

Satellite
imagery

Resolution
Spatial Tempora
l
2018
30m
5 days
Landsat8 OLI
2009
30m
16 days
Landsat 5 TM
1998
30m
16 days
Landsat 5 TM
2018-1998
2.7km
DMSP-OLS
30m
SRTM-DEM
Table 1. Selected satellite imageries

Sl. no.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Date

Landsat 8 OLI (µm)

Band 2 blue
(0.45–0.51)
Band 3 green
(0.53–0.59
Band 4 red
(0.64–0.67
Band 5 NIR
(0.85–0.88
Band 6 SWIR1
(1.57–1.65
Band 7 SWIR1
(2.11–2.29)

Landsat 5 TM (µm)

Band 1 blue
(0.45 - 0.52)
Band 2 green
(0.52 - 0.60)
Band 3 red
(0.63 - 0.69)
Band 4 NIR1
(0.76 - 0.90)
Band 5 NIR2
(1.55 - 1.75)
Band 7 Mid IR
(2.08 - 2.35)

Table 2. Radiometric details of selected satellite imageries
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) was launched Defence Meteorological Satellite
Program with Operational Linescan System (DMSP-OLS)
which provides night-time light imagery to sense light
illumination coming from the built-up urban area. The nighttime light very helpful for the discrimination of built-up urban
area from the non-built-up area (Mustak et al., 2018). This
study was carried out using google earth engine, a cloud
computing API. This API provided a robust, faster and efficient
cloud computing environment for land use/cover classification
using open sources satellite imagery. Because, recently Google
Earth Engine (GEE) is increasing used for land use/cover
mapping and change detection analysis, ecosystem and
biodiversity conservation and management and natural
resources management (e.g., Jacobson et al., 2015; Julien et al.,
2011; Sidhu et al., 2018; Tsai et al., 2018).
2.3 Pre-processing
Pre-processing is an essential step of using remote sensing
satellite imagery for several applications like land use/cover
mapping etc. In this study, pre-processing includes subsetting,
mosaicking and enhancement of the satellite imageries,
preparation of training and test samples. Of course, atmospheric
and geometric corrections are one of the important steps of preprocessing (Mustak, 2013) but google earth engine has a
capability to download radiometrically and geometrically
calibrated satellite imagery (Kelley et al., 2018). In addition,
mosaic and stacking of images bands during both Kharif and
Rabi season were done using median algorithms. The median
algorithms (Reducer function) widely used in google earth
engine for mosaicking and stacking satellite image bands
because it has better capability to represent the central tendency
of the variables (e.g., DN values) as compared to other methods
e.g., mean, mode (Kelley et al., 2018).
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2.4 Cloud Computing and Machine learning
Google earth engine (GEE) is a cloud computing API which has
a better capability to fast access and high computation of large
volume of openly accessible satellite imageries (big data) at no
cost (Jacobson et al., 2015; Kelley et al., 2018; Tsai et al.,
2018). Integration of machine learning algorithms with GEE is
an added advantage over advanced machine learning for
different application like land use/cover mapping (Tsai et al.,
2018). Machine learning algorithms were initially used in
computer vision and pattern recognition but recently
increasingly used in satellite image classification for
environmental monitoring, land use/cover analysis, ecosystem
and biodiversity etc. Machine learning algorithms better
feasible for analysing pattern from the complex datasets.
Because, these algorithms have a better ability for non-linear
solution from the complex variables as compared to traditional
parametric classification algorithm (e.g., maximum Likelihood
classifier) (Mustak, 2018). There are several supervised
machine learning algorithms like Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Random Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT),
Classification and Regression Tree (CART) etc. were widely
explored in different open source and commercial software but
in GEE, SVM, RF and CART widely used for land use/cover
classification. In this study, SVM with Radial Basis Function
(SVM-RBF), RF and CART were used for exploring best
machine learning algorithms for land use/cover classification.
2.4.1 Support Vector Machine: Support Vector Machine is
one of the robust algorithms of supervised machine learning
which was introduced to solve the binary classification
problem. In multiclass problem, SVM performs the
classification using either one-against-all or one-against-one
logical comparison approach and the correct class is then
assigned following a voting mechanism (Mazzoni et al., 2007).
SVM have several kernel functions linear, polynomial,
Gaussian etc. in which Gaussian is robust and widely used. The
Gaussian kernel in SVM is called Radial Basis Functions SVM
(SVM-RBF). SVM-RBF has two important kernel parameters
such as cost and gamma. The cost parameter explained the
penalty to reduce the slack variables while gamma parameter is
the bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel. Higher the value of cost,
maximum penalty on slack variables and similarly, higher the
value of gamma, higher is the biases (e.g., low variance) and
vice versa
(Mustak, 2018). Optimum size of cost
and gamma helps to reduce the overfitting of the algorithms and
maximizing the overall classification accuracy. To obtain the
optimal size of cost and gamma, grid search parameter tuning
approach with k-fold cross-validation widely used ( Mustak,
2018; Tsai et al., 2018). The range of cost is 101 to 102 and

gamma is 10-2 to 101 was selected for parameter tuning of
SVM-RBF.

2.4.2
Random Forest: Random Forest (RF) is a deep tree
model which known as ensemble learning technique developed
by Breiman (2001) to improve the classification and regression
of trees (CART) (Adam et al., 2014). It is a combination of
large set of decision trees and each tree contribute a single vote
for the most frequent class (Adam et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2010).
This algorithm benefitted by two techniques such as bagging
and random subspace selection (Adam et al., 2014; Lin et al.
2010) In RF, there are two important parameters and processes
such as ntree and bootstrap sampling, and mtry and node
splitting. In ntree and bootstrap sampling, bootstrap samples

were drawn from the original datasets to builds many binary
classification trees (ntree). These bootstrap samples also called
as the out-of-bag samples which used for approximation of
validation errors to sort out optimum number of ntree (Adam et
al., 2014). However, the classification trees as builds from
bootstrap samples contribute a unit vote and each unit vote for
the correct classification is determined by the majority vote
from all the trees in the forest (Adam et al., 2014). Thus, in
mtry and node splitting process, each node is assigned by the
given number of input variables (mtry) which randomly
selected from the random subset of features. These random
subsets of features are utilized for splitting best node (Adam et
al., 2014). It very important to adopt best strategy (e.g.,
parameter tuning) to select best ntree and mtry in RF to obtain
more stabilize and de-correlated classification tree for robust
classification outcome. In RF, parameter tuning was mostly
used for selecting best ntree instead of mtry (often default
performs best) because overall classification accuracy highly
affected by the size of ntree ( Adam et al., 2014; Thanh Noi &
Kappas, 2017).
2.4.2 Classification
and
Regression
Tree:
The
classification and regression tree (CART) is a known as
decision tree (DT). DT is a kind of chain-like decision support
system in supervised machine learning based on some logical
inferences (e.g., if-else-then, greater than-less than etc.) drawn
from statistical parameters (e.g., entropy). Based on some
logical inference drawn from statistical parameters, the training
attributes (parent node) splitting into child node (classification
tree) to obtain leaf node (final test class/regression tree) using
recursive computational approach (Oliveira et al., 2017;
Laliberte & Rango, 2009; Wu et al., 2007). Parameter tuning
(e.g., depth of tree etc.) is sometime applied for reducing the
overfitting of the classifier to improve the classification
accuracy but default parameters of CART in GEE normally
provided higher overall classification accuracy.
2.5 Land use/cover classification scheme
In this study, land use/cover classes were selected based on
local land use classification scheme, local context and literature
reviews. Following land use/cover classes were selected such
as:
1.
Built-up- urban and rural built-up.
2.
Cropland- Kharif and Rabi, agricultural plantation.
3.
Fallow land- Kharif and Rabi fallow.
4.
Vegetation-forest, trees, forest plantation.
5.
Scrub and grassland-grazing land, bushes etc.
6.
Barren and sandy land- exposed rock, waste lands,
river bank, river sand etc.
7.
Water Bodies- tank, pond, lake, river etc.
2.6 Selection of Training and test samples
Selection of training and test samples is one of the important
steps to explain the uncertainty in image classification. In image
classification, there are several approaches like binomial
minimum fifty sample rules were adopted by many researchers
to select the optimum number of training samples (Foody,
2009). Lack of optimum number of training samples in image
classification is largely affected by the Hughes phenomena
(Damodaran et al., 2017). In many studies, minimum fifty
sample rule was widely used in image classification for land
use/cover and biodiversity applications (e.g., Foody, 2009). In
this study, minimum fifty sample rule was adopted to randomly
select the training samples using simple random sampling in
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GEE (see table 3). The training samples were splitting into
training and validation samples during feature selection and
parameters tuning using 60 (training) and 40 (validation)
percent rules. In addition, 5169 test samples for UP and 1945
test samples for Bihar were randomly selected to validate and
final accuracy assessment using GEE (see table 3).
LUL
U
Lulc classes
code
1
Built-up
2
Cropland
3
Fallow land
4
Vegetation
5
Scrub/grassland
6
Barren/sandy land
7
Waterbodies
Total samples

Training
samples
801
771
210
1146
513
1175
908
5524

Test Samples
UP

Bihar

772
965
277
2088
219
359
489
5169

137
283
70
741
126
338
250
1945

Table 3. Training and test samples used

2.7 LULC Classification
Land use/cover classification using satellite imageries is very
essential to adopt the following steps for robust outcome. In this
study, pixel-based classification approach was employed
because this approach was widely used for land use/cover
classification. Following steps were adopted for the
classification of land use/cover, such as:
2.7.1 Feature extraction and normalization: Following
image features were extracted (see table 4) based on the
literature survey such as:
•
Spectral bands: six spectral image bands as mentioned in
the table 2 were selected because such spectral image
bands were commonly used in many studies for land
use/cover classification (Mandanici & Bitelli, 2016) This
is because such spectral bands have better class
separability ability for land/cover classification as
compared to all image bands.
•
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index: Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) commonly used in
land use/cover classification for discrimination of
vegetated area from the non-vegetated area (Kelley et al.,
2018). NDVI was calculated using following equation 1:

NDVI value is varied from +1 to -1 which explained that
the area having NDVI value +1 is explained the area
having highly vegetated area. Inversely, NDVI value -1
explained the area having highly non-vegetated area.
Image Features
Number
Spectral bands
06
NDVI
01
GLCM
06
DEM
01
Night-time light
01
Total
15
Table 4. Extracted image features
•

spectral image features to improve the overall
classification accuracy (Chuang & Shiu, 2016). Because,
sometimes distinct land use/cover objects have also
distinct texture along with similar spectral response. In
this study, GLCM mean in all direction with 4-by-4 kernel
was calculated using equation 2.

Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix: Gray Level
Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) is used to extract texture
features. The texture feature is added advantages over the

GLCM mean was widely used in land use/cover
classification from the high resolution satellite imagery
(Mustak, 2018) but it was also used in medium resolution
satellite imagery (Sothe et al., 2017).
•
Digital Elevation Model: Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
one of the very important features for land use/cover
classification for the area which is mixed with plain and
elevated landscape (Balzter et al., 2015; Manandhar et al.,
2009). Because, locational variation of land use/cover
ideally related to the variation of elevation although having
similar spectral and textural response.
•
Night-time light: NOAA launched the Defence
Meteorological Satellite Program with Operational
Linescan System (DMSP-OLS) which provided night-time
light satellite imagery (Mustak et al., 2018). The nighttime light satellite imagery capable to distinguish from
built-up urban from the rural areas based on light
illumination (Mustak et al., 2018).
All the image features were normalized using max-min method
which value is varied from 0 to 1. The normalization of image
features is very important for standardizing all features into a
standard scale which is very helpful for reducing uncertainty in
the training process.
2.7.2 Features selection and parameter tuning:
Feature selection is another important step in image
classification which was commonly used in land use/cover
mapping. The features selection is used for dimensionality
reduction for selecting best image features which have
maximum class separability (Camps-valls, et al., 2010). In
image classification, several feature selection methods such as
Principal component Analysis (PCA), rank, regression,
sequential etc. were adopted but sequential feature selection
approach is robust and faster as compared to the others
(Camps-valls, et al., 2010; Mustak, 2018). In this study,
sequential feature selection approach was employed and
developed in GEE. In addition, feature selection also very
important for reducing the effects of Hughes phenomena (Ma et
al., 2013). Beyond the feature selection, parameter tuning is
also important consideration to reduce the overfitting of
classifiers (Tsai et al., 2018). The parameter tuning of SVMRBF (e.g., cost, gamma) was carried using holdout K-fold
(e.g., 10 fold) cross-validation with grid search method while
holdout K-fold (e.g., 10 fold) cross-validation employed for
parameter (e.g., ntree) tuning of Random forest. Feature
selection and parameters tuning were carried out over UP and
best features and parameters were used for both the UP and
Bihar for land use/cover classification.
2.7.3 Sensitivity analysis on size of training samples:
Beyond the selection of best features and best parameters,
selection of the optimal size of training samples is another
important step in image classification. Selection of optimal size
of training samples is essential to reduce the effect of Hughes
phenomena (Ma et al., 2015; Thanh Noi & Kappas, 2017). The
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training samples were evaluated by randomly splitting into four
parts in percent basis such as 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% and
testify with 5169 test samples. Selection of the optimal size of
training samples were carried out over UP and selected optimal
size of training samples were used for both the UP and Bihar to
train and classify the land use/cover.
2.7.4 Classification and accuracy assessment:
In this study, three machine learning algorithms such as SVMRBF, RF and CART for land use/cover classification. Best
features, best parameters and optimum size of training samples
were optimized to train the classifiers over UP in 2018. Finally,
trained models of different classifiers were used to classify the
land use/cover of both the UP and Bihar over different decades.
The classified land use/cover maps of UP and Bihar were used
for final accuracy assessment using confusion matrix and
quantify with overall accuracy and kappa indices. The overall
accuracy explained the pixel correctly matched with classified
and referenced land use/cover maps while kappa was used to
assess the random error on overall classification accuracy.
2.7.5 Transferability analysis: transferability is the term
generally used when model is train over one segment and tested
over another segment. Transferability is usually used to
generalize the model (Wieland & Pittore, 2014). The spatial
transferability is called when model is train over one area and
tested over another area. In this study, model was train over UP
and tested over Bihar to assess the spatial transferability. In
addition, model was train over UP in 2018 and tested over
Bihar in different decades (e.g., 2018, 2009, 1998) to assess the
temporal transferability.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based on the several employed scientific methods following
results have obtained to address the research objective of this
article. The results explained in the following sub-sections:

3.2 Best parameters
The hold out 10-fold cross-validation and grid search were
employed for parameter tuning. The results show that cost is 10
and gamma is 1.20 are the best parameters of SVM-RBF which
provides 96.70% overall classification accuracy as compared to
others fold of parameters. In addition, 64 nTree are the best
parameters of RF which provides 90.24% as compared to others
fold of nTree.
3.3 Optimal size of training samples
The sensitivity analysis of training samples was carried on
SVM-RBF using best features, parameters and tested over full
test samples (see table 5). The result shows that use of
inappropriate size of training samples affected the overall
classification accuracy. Sufficient size (5524) of training
samples always necessary to reduce the effects of Hughes
phenomena and to improve the overall classification accuracy.
Size of training
samples

40%
60%
80%
100%

Feature selection was employed using SVM-RBF. Based on the
sequential feature selection approach, 15 image features in
including image bands, GLCM mean, NDVI, DEM and nighttime light shows higher overall accuracy (96.70%) as compared
to others set of image features(see figure 1). Only using the
image bands, the overall accuracy was 93.93% and slightly
improves to 95.03% while NDVI added with image bands.
Thus, while GLCM added with image bands and NDVI, the
overall accuracy increases to 95.47%. This shows that textural
and contextual information are very necessary along with image
bands to improve the classification accuracy. It is also observed
that while nigh-time light was added with image bands, GLCM
and NDVI, the overall accuracy was decreased to 90.85%. In
addition, while DEM added with image bands, NDVI, GLCM
and night-time light the overall accuracy rapidly increased to
96.70% because height information is very essential to
discriminate different land use/cover in semi-elevated
landscape.

95.57
95.14
97.47
98.61

Kappa (%)

94.16
93.62
96.67
98.17

Table 5. Selection of optimum size of training samples
3.4 Classification and accuracy assessment

Final classification results shows in figure 2, 3 and table 6 and
7. The results shows that classification accuracy is higher for
SVM-RRF as compared to RF and CART both in UP and Bihar.
In addition, the results also show that overall accuracy is high in
UP while low in Bihar due to increases of uncertainty in
transferability of model parameters.
Date

3.1 Best features

Overall accuracy (%)

SVM-RBF
OA
Kappa
98.61
98.17
98.25
97.70
97.86
97.20

OA
98.43
97.28
94.56

RF

Kappa
97.94
96.43
92.89

CART
OA
Kappa
95.53
94.13
87.43
83.49
92.06
89.65

2018
2009
1998
Ave.
Table 6. Classification and accuracy assessment of UP

Figure 2. Classified map of UP using SVM-RBF
Figure 1. Selected features
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The results also show that classification accuracy is decreasing
with change of decades due to uncertainty increase in
transferring of model parameters.
Date

SVM-RBF
OA
Kappa
96.30
95.21
97.29
96.44
95.86
94.87

OA
92.44
90.78
85.29

RF

Kappa
90.29
87.64
81.87

CART
OA
Kappa
82.67
78.19
80.60
74.34
75.14
70.06

2018
2009
1998
Ave.
Table 7. Classification and accuracy assessment of Bihar

classifiers feasible on cloud computing API. This study is tested
over two states of India with random test samples for generalize
the machine learning algorithms which is sometime more or
less biased for large area. In this regard, to obtain unbiased and
transparent outcome for larger area it is recommended to test
over more states with full reference land use/cover map.
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